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Defaced - Week 55

God's Coming Spiritual Revolution - Part 2

After carrying the EIDO Vision virtually alone for the past 28 years, I am acutely
aware of the fact that many readers will be having difficulty coming to terms with
what I shared about the vision last week.
I believe that in the main this is because of our conditioned & conformed human
way of looking first for a person's plan, goal, desired outcome or objective in what
they put forth to us.
We do this to appease our understanding before allowing the giving of our full,
partial or conditional acceptance.
For are not our thoughts, when a complete stranger invades "our space",
immediately turned to discover as quickly as possible what his plan is, what his
purpose is, what his intent is.
What's his objective & does it fit into or resemble any of mine?
Then we ponder on whether any perceived consequences might befall us before
granting full acceptance to him or what he promotes to us.
If we cannot appease these elements within ourselves at all levels, then we
restrain ourselves in our approach until all are to our satisfaction.
Such perception, I believe, is why so many Christians who are lacking conscious
awareness of Truth allow themselves to unwittingly perceive Church as a 'safe
zone' giving their full acceptance to it but not necessarily to God in Truth.
They receive the 'god' that fits into their acceptance pattern, but not the God of
Truth.
Church then becomes a haven of rest from the constant need to exercise some
form of vigilance & discernment in life.
They find a place of rest & a yoke that helps carry their 'load' but is it the
Yoke of Jesus?
All they want underneath it all is to relieve the pressures of life & hope for a better
lot in life & convince themselves that is the Truth of the Gospel for them & never
seem to find its Call to His Destiny.
It also leaves them prone only to accept & receive what is 'filtered' to them from
their perceived safe zone being their Church or Denomination or even the wider
"sanitised & proven" belief system to which they are attached.
For others, it would be entirely out of their 'box' although some might see
something of God in it but be personally unable to grasp anything from it only
because it does not fit anywhere into the template they use.
For some few, without knowing how, will find it has taken seed in them & as it
causes them to Seek the Face of God acceptance grows for He is God of the
increase.
Talk of having received a Vision from God usually provokes all sorts of reactions,
mainly due to such seemingly grandiose ideas promoting thoughts that the
visionary is a romantic with an overblown imagination.
Let me share with you that EIDO's outworking in me & my family's life over the
past 28 years has been so very, very far from any romantic idealism.
If within the acceptance of the vision our future revealed itself, I am sure none of
us would have been willing to subscribe to it.
For a Call of God brings with it a Divine compelling to submissive obedience &
imparts the Divine Peace & Grace required to stand in it unrelenting, knowing
that God's Word never returns void.
All Glory To God for that!
When Holy Spirit breaks the old & remoulds our lives & way of thinking we
discover that we do not need to work at obeying for His Presence in us has
DEFACED our disobedience with the Obedience of Jesus Christ making all
things possible in Him.
We need to let go & Let God!
Therefore, in whatever situation or circumstance that befall us in our personal
lives or even within our Calling, we learn through the Obedience of Jesus to
therein be content & Trust in the Lord Always.
So from what I previously shared last week, I was to fly out to Uganda on 25th
September 1990 on the first of six journeys ending in, what has to date become,
our seemingly permanent return to Australia since October 2000.
Regardless of my present situation & circumstance, I know that if He requires me
to return under His Divine Purpose He will open the door again & no man will
shut it.
When we returned in 2000, we once again left EIDO International in the hands of
the seven young indigenous Ugandans who had been upholding EIDO in
Uganda since 1994.
Ever since receiving the EIDO Vision & Call I had struggled to explain what the
EIDO Vision is in a pure form.
My life now dedicated to & living within EIDO, consistently being filled with
pieces of a vast puzzle, some formed into a general picture & yet multiple other
aspects only partially built in my heart.
And an endless number of pieces yet to be seen by me.
Then on 6th November 2006 Holy Spirit spoke to my second son while in prayer
giving him a concise statement of what EIDO is.
At that time EIDO International had just been officially registered as a Foreign
NGO in both Uganda & also Burundi, in the latter case by a miracle of God.
When on a 40-day prayer vigil on a mountaintop in Kenya a Burundian Pastor
who was unknown to us, was to be given the word EIDO by God.
Not knowing English at all he had no idea of what it meant & all his questions
directed to God went utterly unanswered.
At the same time, our then Director of EIDO East Africa, a Ugandan, felt God tell
him to go to Burundi now, a nation he had never entered & told him nothing of
why nor what he was to do there.
On reaching Kigali Rwanda, he went for coffee & sat with a man to ask if he knew
anything about Bujumbura & what is available there regarding accommodation &
possible cost.
The man said he met a Burundian man at Bible College in Kenya where he still
was but arranged for this other man's family to receive him in Bujumbura which
they did.
From there Holy Spirit laid on his heart the need to find this man in Kenya which
eventually he did & was surprised to find that he knew the word EIDO & was then
able to answer his questions.
So in the midst of all these events happening after more than a decade of nothing
you might imagine the heightened spirit with which our son was moving with God
at the time of receiving this message for me:
"The reason you struggle to explain to people the EIDO vision is because it
is neither a Ministry or Organisation.
It’s a Spiritual Movement, a Spirit that God is moving throughout His Church
worldwide,
a Reckoning,
a Preparing,
a Call to Arms
& the Final Assault.
The EIDO Ministry fits into one of those ‘Ministries'
that God will use and has established for this, but
the Vision goes beyond a ministry.
After all, EIDO is 'To See & To Know' or to have
understanding God
It is the opening of the eyes of The Church to the
Kingdom & the Call God has placed on His children
to usher in the day of His Return."

God had birthed EIDO in the Mid North Area of South Australia 28 years ago &
we were not to discover until January 1993 that in January 1990 He seeded it
into the seven young men, mentioned above, in a small village in Eastern
Uganda.
Today in Australia it remains officially registered under the South Australian
Incorporations Act as EIDO International Incorporated & known as the EIDO
International Fellowship Of Unity.
The Management Committee consists of just three, myself, my wife & one sister
who has stood with us for 22 years now & our children being adherents.
There is no active support from any quarter at all within Australia & in fact there
never has been.
Since I obeyed God's Call to go to Uganda in 1990 EIDO has had a continual
small presence in East Africa, being first established in Uganda & eventually
spreading to Kenya, Burundi, Tanzania & Rwanda.
Through seemingly endless personal communications, & the Ministering of those
who received the Call to their hearts in East Africa, it has in some way touched
an unknown number that now at the very least have heard of the name EIDO.
How many EIDO seeds are lying dormant in hearts for now, only God can
See&Know.
The former EIDO Regional Director for East Africa who took it to Kenya,
Tanzania, Burundi, Rwanda & many areas of Uganda estimated that it touched
tens of thousands.
Today in East Africa it remains with a Pastor I have personally known since 1990
as the second Regional Director of EIDO East Africa & officially represented in
every nation except Kenya.
Anything remaining there today only exists because of the Lord.
For we started with nothing & now have less than nothing in support, finances or
materials after many years of walking in faith by us here & those standing with us
in East Africa.
I speak this only to show that something of EIDO, a mere speck of what it is
Destined to be, has physically remained alive in East Africa for 28 years.
Despite it having come through numerous situations & several transitions that
would typically be devastatingly fatal ordeals.
Those involved still believe that what has & is made manifest, is in Truth nothing
but the small visible tip of a gigantic spiritual iceberg.
I could go on forever about the myriad of obstacles both large & small that have
fallen across its path so many times along the journey.
However, this is neither the time nor the place for that.
EIDO, being a Spiritual Movement, cannot be measured by any conventional
means we would typically or individually employ when desiring to assess a
Christian Ministry or Organisation.
For until each step attains to physical manifestation & outworking it lives only in
the hearts of those who receive the Call to it.
For they will now uphold it in their hearts & surrender to the EIDO Anointing as
ones, who can now See&Know.

"If the axe is dull, And one does not sharpen the edge, Then he must use
more strength. But wisdom brings success."
Ecclesiastes 10:10

True Visionary Leadership Flows From God
“True Visionary leadership flows from God, so it is important to stress that vision
is not a plan!
Vision is not a goal!
Vision is not a desired outcome or objective.
Instead, vision is God’s perspective given to humanity,
God gives the prophet a vision, and we respond.
In a Christian context, a visionary leader is not someone who comes up with
great or grand ideas.
A Christian visionary is someone who sees visions from God.
He or she sees the vision, writes it down, and lives it out!
“Where there is no prophetic vision the people castoffrestraint, but blessed is he
who keeps the law.” Proverbs 29:18 ESV
Many Christians have used this verse to justify the writing of vision statements
and church objectives.
Vision statements and objectives might be a good thing, but this verse is not
talking about such things.
The proverb reveals the straightforward reality that we are to live by God’s
revelation, God’s Word, God’s Will, and God’s Law.
When people live without the Word of God, they begin to live outside of God’s
ordained boundaries.
Instead of living within the limits of God’s parenting, visionless people perish.
They then resort to the pursuing of their own words, rules, laws, and regulations. "
Paraphrased excerpt from Doug Bursch’s
‘True Visionary Leadership Flows from God’
A Biblical Perspective of Visionary Leadership
https://www.fairlyspiritual.org/2012/03/14/a-biblical-perspective-of-visionary-leadership/

Love,
Mwesigwa
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If you feel led to offer spiritual support at all you can either:
1. Register your spiritual support of God's Purpose for East Africa & Beyond
2. Register spiritual support & request to be kept updated with EIDO Postings
3. Register a Ministries Fellowship with EIDO and/or request for direct contact
Simply Click on the graphic or link below to add your support:

Your Spiritual Support Is Most Welcome Here

There is such a thing called The Church Age or the Age of The Church. It began with the
Coming of Jesus & will end with the Coming of Christ. This period is a Spiritual
Movement more commonly known as The Latter Rain period. A Spiritual Movement
started it when Mary conceived Jesus & a Spiritual Movement will end it in accordance
to God’s Divine Purpose when Christ appears in the clouds to receive His Bride The
Church. Other Spiritual Movements have occurred in between bringing God’s Plan into
different levels of fulfillment such as the birthing of The Church, the Reformation &
Modern Pentecostalism. All serving God's Love to take The Church on a journey to full
maturity just as our love steers our children into their maturing. Every journey takes
steps. If I am to open my front gate I have to take many steps to get there but it is the
last step that reaches the goal. I believe from what I have come to know in serving God
in His EIDO Vision is that we are now moving through the threshold to the last step for
The Church Age. There is now a Spiritual Movement at hand that will be powerful
enough to draw in The Church to its Purposed End & EIDO is but one part of it.
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EIDO is .....
not just a Ministry or an Organisation,
it is part of an end time Spiritual Movement Of God

EIDO operates in a God Given geographical region
whilst Spiritually being part of an overall Movement of God
Destined to eventually cover The Church Worldwide.

EIDO was Spiritually assigned to an International Region comprising
the East African Community & the Mid North of South Australia.

This region, therefore, embraces the nations of Australia,
Uganda, Burundi, Tanzania, Kenya & Rwanda.

EIDO, therefore, is but one part of a Coming Worldwide Move Of God
destined to uplift the Body of Christ through its Specific Anointing
to a Conscious Awareness of God, His Kingdom & True Unity.

In accordance with His Divine Will & Purpose,
it is intentionally designed to shake the True Chruch
from its slumber, thereby releasing the shackles that have
previously kept such clarity bound.

Through it, God shall position the True Church into its rightful place,
thus enabling it TO SEE the dawning of His Bright Morning Star
& TO KNOW that in His Hands it is to be the beginning of
the final preparation of the Bride for Christ.

EIDO is a Ministry Birthed By God, but not a Ministry in the
form we have grown accustomed to.

It's Apostolic in its nature & a vessel carrying a Message of
God's Intent beating in & engendering from His Heart.

It is a Spiritual Movement.
An Impartation of Spiritual Power,
A Spiritual Shockwave
Sent out specifically designed
To engender an Awakening
A rapid escalation of deep desire
In the hearts of the Saints

It is part of A Reckoning, A Preparing, A Call To Arms,

The Final Assault.

It's the opening of the churches eyes to the Kingdom & its True Unity
& the Call God has placed on His Children to usher in
the Day Of His Son's Second Coming.

EIDO [a-doe] :

'TO SEE & TO KNOW'.
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